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the first series, which follows the exploits of kira yamato, follows a young pilot who becomes involved in
the war over the control of an advanced mobile suit called the msn-06 gundam sally, in the year 4aby. the

story follows an assault by the coordinators to kira's home, a school, whose soldiers are able to defeat
them. kira yamato (voiced by hisao egawa) is the main protagonist of gundam seed. in the world of gagau

altea, kira's day is just like any other, as he and his friends go to school, and their lives are ruled by the
two-term election for student council president. one day, kira is chosen to be one of the three

representatives for space patrol, a government agency created to defend the country from alien threat.
when the first battle of humanity against a new monstrous force of gigantic gundams begins the entire
planet is changed forever when the monstrous d la jolla [crysogenic dragon] is accidentally awakened,

whose only wish is to consume the world. with the world as its host the d la jolla obliterates every human
and animal on the planet, leaving only what is needed for its digestion.  however, a few people managed to

survive and are now living in underground shelters. on top of that, mankind did manage to build four
mobile suits for their own purposes. however, using advanced technology, they are able to take over the d

la jolla’s body, and adapt them to themselves, in order to protect the human race.  the return of the
original mobile suit gundam seed sees its most powerful creators (sting rose, kira yamato, auel neiderman)
returned to fight against the emergence of the second mobile suit gundam, the d la jolla and its monstrous

crysogenic dragon. they are fighting for the fate of the world and for the survival of the human race in
what is seen as the greatest war ever.
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mobile suit gundam seed (seed [], kid senshi gandamu seed [shdo]), often shortened to gundam seed, is
an anime television series animated by sunrise and directed by mitsuo fukuda. the plot follows kira

yamatos involvement in the war between naturals, and coordinators; humans genetically modified before
birth to possesses enhanced traits. gundam seed is set two years after the first battle of the same name,
which has awakened a new threat to mankind. in the wake of the battle, humanity's existence was put in
danger because of its incompetence and the possibility of a second war. in the next year, a survey was
conducted to determine the possibility of a new war between the new elite branch of the military, the

coordinators, and the public. plot: the story follows kira yamato's experience in the war that took place
during the past two years between the enemy, the coordinators, and the public to decide which side to join

for the next sequel. during the course of the war, however, kira's adopted daughter, shion, decides to
stand up against the cause of the war in order to protect kira and herself. light yoshino (voiced by ami
wajima) is the captain of the msn-06a gundam, called the msn-06 gundam sally in the english-dubbed
version, mobile suit gundam seed destiny. she tends to either keep to herself or be careless and gets

easily irritated when people try to barge into her personal issues. the coordinators are the elite soldiers of
the un spacy, created with the goal of serving in a symbolic role to the public. however, the coordinators
have become reckless and wants to own the world, and are getting much of their power from their ability

to control others by way of zero-link. 5ec8ef588b
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